
 

ENGLISH  
XII 

VOCABULARY WORDS (2024-25)  
TERM 1 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS  
1. Write the meaning of the given words and make a sentence of your own from each word. 
2. Submit the vocabulary notebook on every Thursday. 
3. Work to be done in separate vocabulary notebook that will continue in the next session. 
 

LIST 1 LIST 2 LIST 3 LIST 4 

Business and Management Literature Enquiry Music 

        entrepreneurship genre investigate lyrical 

marketing historiography interrogation melodic 

finance scholarly query orchestral 

leadership cinematic petition symphonic 

strategy rhetorical examination mellifluous 

supply chain epistolary probing cantabile 

innovation philanthropic sceptical dulcet 

branding aesthetic quizzical singable 

outsourcing journalistic queryingly cabaret 

merger textual dubitable sondheim 

acquisition protagonist neutral swap 

stakeholder fable inquisition vault 

 

 

LIST 5 LIST 6 LIST 7 LIST 8 

Justice Family Orchard Politics 

law ancestor plantation monarchy 

jurist clan nursery debate 

judgement kinship woodlet policy 

verdict lineage replanted suave 

conviction anthropologist totem electoral 

tribunal sororal irrigated meddles 

retribution mumpreneur medlar controversial 

accountability friar quince chauvinism 

mayhem matrist ashburton expedient 

honorable descendants farmstead ideologies 

integrity wingding quorum heritage 

righteousness fiesta suffrage legislature  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

LIST 9 LIST 10 LIST 11 LIST 12 

Medical Personality Emotions Sports 

psychiatry sensibility pathos athletics 

outpatient likeable indignation spectator 

cardiology demeanor ambivalence muscle 

splint persona angst luge 

scrutiny gregarious spontaneity intramurals 

dietary flamboyant vulnerability jocularity 

nephrology spunk undercurrents toboggan 

coroner compatibility cathartic bobsled 

ambulance personableness veneration rollerblade 

therapist galen reverence frisk 

                  biopsy agreeableness junky serve 

resuscitation charisma  lousy voyage 

 

 

 

 

LIST 13 LIST 14 LIST 15 LIST 16 

Furniture Facial Expression Sociology Geography  

decor countenance social Mobility latitude 

fitment glazed prejudice longitude 

rosemaling grimace discrimination topography 

baroque hangdog values climate 

sheraton leer stratification plate tectonics 

wicker smirk                deviance erosion 

ebonise gurn socialization biome 

limpet smize institution desertification 

phrygians scowl stereotype urbanization 

tumulus phizog norms cartography 

                possessions agonized culture geopolitics 

cabinetry grim social change watershed 

 

LIST 17 LIST 18 

Posture   Art 

lanky lowbrow 

languidly kitsch 

slouchy figurative 

nimble magnum opus 

lithe muse 

loose-limbed cityscape 

supple depict 

slumped for ground 

decubitus portraiture 

supine decoupage 

nurturing tardy 

robust solstice 

 


